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Introduction
Scheduling forms a part of the operational control process in a manufacturing system. The need for scheduling arises whenever a common set of resources in the manufacturing system must be shared to make a variety of different products during the same period of time.
The objective of manufacturing scheduling is the efficient allocation of machines and other resources to jobs, or operations within jobs, and the subsequent time-phasing of these jobs on individual machines.
The needs of research in new approaches to manufacturing scheduling have been stimulated by a variety of pragmatic and theoretical considerations. On one hand, scheduling is a notoriously difficult problem to solve computationally; on the other hand, it is also a problem encountered in every manufacturing system and .there are a great deal of financial incentives for factories to improve their scheduling practices. Global competition has enhanced ?he significance of manufacturing effectiveness. Better manufacturing schedules provide competitive advantage through reduced production cost and increased productivity. Moreover, global competition in the last decade has forced US. companies to invest in automated, capital-intensive new manufacturing systems, such as flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs). These new systems have created a range of new operational problems, making the development of new methods for scheduling these sophisticated systems increasingly important (Raman and Talbot 1985; Shaw 1986-89) .
The maturation of artificial intelligence (AI) has redirected the body of scheduling research (Rodammer and White 1988; Stockey 1989) . There are several capabilities of A I that make this technology particularly suitable for scheduling; these include (1) the richer, more structured, knowledge representation schemes capable of fully incorporating manufacturing knowledge, constraints, state information, and heuristics; (2) the reasoning ability enabling the scheduling systems to perform more reactive scheduling in addition to predictive scheduling; (3) the ease to integrate AI-based scheduler with other decision support systems in the manufacturing environment, such as diagnostic systems, process controllers, senmr monitors, and process planning systems; and ( 4 ) the ability to incorporate descriptive, organizationally specific scheduling knowledge usually possessed only by human expert schedulers. The -1 adoption of A I for factory automation is the general trend in the industry; for example, a recent survey showed that in the near future manufacturing process controllers will be mostly rule-based (Booker 1989 ).
However, the development of AI systems for intelligent scheduling is now a t a critical junction, very much in need of new advancements to resolve a number of common difficulties encountered in applying the technology. The proposed research project is aimed at develop ing new methods for intelligent scheduling to address some of these issues, such as (1) how to automate the acquisition of scheduling knowledge in a given manufacturing environment?
(2) how to perform dynamic, adaptive scheduling? (3) what would be the most relevant information for making such scheduling decisions. (4) bow to improve the robustness of t h e AI-based scheduling process? ( 5 ) how best to integrate the simulation and scheduling systems for reactive-based scheduling? These research questions will be addressed in this paper by developing a new methodology using machine learning for intelligent scheduling.
This methodology points to a new direction for scheduling research-the development of intelligent schedulers with machine learning capabilities. As a first step, this paper focuses on the use of inductive learning in a pattern-directed scheduling process (Shaw 1989 ).
Previous scheduling research has indicated that the relative effectiveness of a given scheduling rule is dependent upon the system characteristics. In a dynamic manufacturing system, these characteristics continue to change over tim. It appears conceptually appealing, therefore, to adopt an approach which employs appropriate and possibly different scheduling -at various paints in time. In order to do so, however, we need a mechanism which can distinguish different system characteristics, upon the rule appropriate for a given combination. This paper presents an approach to achieve these objectives by integrating pattern-directed scheduling with inductive learning.
The integration of inductive learning with pattern-directed scheduling results in an interesting scheduling approach capable of performing adaptive scheduling by selecting scheduling heuristics opportunistically; moreover, it also help identify the relative importance of a variety of manufacturing attributes in dynamic scheduling. Empirical results from simulation studies showed that this learning-augmented approach generates better scheduling performance than the traditional methods. This paper is organized as follows. $2 discusses how machine learning can be applied in solving scheduling problems and the advantages of doing so. In 53 we describe the inductive learning process which is illustrated in 54 in the context of machine scheduling. 55 describes the generation of decision trees for selecting the appropriate scheduling rules in an FMS environment. We present an experimental study in 56 for evaluating the relative merit of this method over the single scheduling rule approach adopted in most of the previous research on dynamic scheduling. We conclude in 97 with a summary discussion of the major results.
Intelligent Scheduling and Machine Learning
In the recent past, several researchers have applied artificial intelligence (AI) based methods for solving scheduling problems. This body of research can best be reviewed by highlighting the focus of the A I techniques used as done below.
Scheduling as Seorch: Scheduling can be viewed as a process search through the state space of all possible partial and complete schedules. Search is ubiquitous in AI problems, but it is more significant an issue in scheduling problems. Several methods have been suggested in literature to alleviate the computational complexity incurred by the search process. The ISIS system (Fox and Smith 1984, Fox 1987 ) uses several types of constraints to reduce the state space; constraint satisfaction is used as a n index to direct the search. Shaw (1986a Shaw ( , 1988a ), Shaw and Whinston (19S9a) use the combination of A' procedure and scheduling -heuristics to facilitate the search for the final schedule. The OPIS system (Ow et al. 198s) employs an opportunistic approach to improve upon ISIS. It selects the most appropriate strategy for scheduling opportunistically; the resulting flexibility achieved in problem solving results in better performance. Ow (19S4) describes the beam search method for scheduling problems.
Scheduling as Planning/Replanning One of the goals of intelligent scheduling is to be able to generate schedules more flexibly whenever alternative machine routing is possible while simultaneously taking the dynamically changing system state information into account.
Thus, the scheduler not only has to decide the time sequences for performing the operations, it also has to allow for dynamic machine assignments as well. Shaw (1986a Shaw ( , 1988a Other examples in this line of work include Raghavan (1988) , Kusiak and Chen (1988) and Kusiak (1987) . Bruno et al. (1986) use an expert system for knowledge representation and heuristic problem solving in the scheduling domain. In their study, the expert system is coupled with an activity-scanning scheduler adapted from discrete event simulation and a closed queueing network based algorithm for schedule analysis and performance evaluation.
Another example is the ISA (Intelligent Scheduling Assistant) system developed a t Digital Equipment Corporation (Kanet and Adelsberger 1987) in which approximately 300 rules were used to construct the evolving schedules.
-Scheduling as Coopernlive Problem Solving: Scheduling in manufacturing environment is typically performed by a group of scheduling agents. As computer integrated manufacturing makes scheduling progressively more complex because of the large number of resources, information requirements and decisions as well as a larger variety of jobs involved, the scheduling of manufacturing processes will increasingly require team effort. In such a n environment, the scheduling agents can be flexible cells, machine centers, or human schedulers (Parunak 1987, Ow et a]. 1988). Whinston (1985, 1989b) and Shaw (1986b Shaw ( , 1988b Shaw ( , 1988c ) apply distributed artificial intelligence to the scheduling of manufacturing cells. Using cooperative problem solving, the scheduling problem can be decomposed into several subproblems to be solved by individual agents through task sharing and parallel processing. Moreover, this approach fits naturally into the distributed manufacturing environment in which various subsystems are interconnected through communication networks.
Machine Learning is a rapidly emerging research area for studying methods for developing artificial intelligence systems which are capable of learning (Michalski et al. 1983 ). The ability to learn and improve is essential for an intelligent system; however, little work has been done in applying machine learning to intelligent scheduling. Shaw (1989b) and Park et al. (1989) apply machine learning to identify the combination of system attributes which would lead to the use of a given scheduling rule. This knowledge can then be exploited by a pattern-directed scheduler in an adaptive fashion. In addition to heuristic learning, machine learning results in the identification of manufacturing attributes critical to the scheduling decision, and it generates a n adaptive mechanism for applying the scheduling rules. -3 Inductive Learning lnductivelearning can be defined as the precess of inferring the description (i. e., the concept) of a class from the description of individual objects of the class (Shaw 1987) . A concept is a symbolic description which is true if it describes the class correctly when applied to a data case, and false otherwise. The concept to be learned in scheduling, for example, can be the identification of the most appropriate dispatching rule (a class) for a given set of manufacturing attributes. An instance that satisfies the definition of a given concept is called a positiae example of that concept; an instance which does not do so is a negative example. In the dynamic scheduling problem, because there are several scheduling rules which can potentially be selected, multiple concepts need to be learned. In this situation, the training examples supporting the use of a given scheduling rule are treated as the positive examples of that rule; training examples supporting any other rule vould be treated as negative examples.
Generalization and specialization are essential steps for the inductive learning process.
. 4 generalization of an example is a concept definition which describes a set containing that example. In other words, if a concept description Q is more general that the concept description P, then the transformation from P to Q is called generalization; a transformation from Q to P would be specialization. Predictive validill/: the ability to predict the decision outcome for a given data base.
Structural validity. the ability to capture the underlying structure of the decision process.
Identyying validity. the ability to infer the most critical attributes in the decision process.
These features of inductivelearning makeit useful in dealing with the scheduling problem. If we can make an inductive learning system observe the effects of various scheduling decisions on the manufacturing p r o c e M and the resulting scheduling performance, then it can 1) predict the outcome of any schedule for a given manufacturing process in a specified set of manufacturing conditions (predictive validity), 2) capture the underlying decision structure of the scheduling process (structural validity), and 3) identify the critical manufacturing attributes for the scheduling decision process (identifying validity).
The input to an inductive learning algorithm consists of three steps: 1) A set of positive and negative examples, 2) a set of generalization and other transformation rules, and 3) criteria for successful inference. Each training example consists of two components -a data case consisting of a set of attributes, each with an assigned value; and the classification decision made by a domain expert according to the given data case. The output generated by this inductive learning algorithm is a set of decision rules consisting of inductive concept definition for each of the classes. Learning programs falling into this category include AQ15 (Michalski 1983 ), PLS (Rendell 1983) and ID3 (Quinlan 1986 ). These programs are referred to as similarity-based learning methods.
Shaw et a].
(1990) compare the above three inductive learning programs in terms of their algorithmic designs and classification accuracy. They find that, in general, ID3 and PLS produce more accurate classifications than AQ15. They are also more efficient computationally and are better able to handle noisy data. For these reasons, we use ID3 in this research. The learning process in ID3 follows a sequence of specialization steps guided by an injormation entropy function for evaluating class membership. The concept description generated by a learning process can be represented by a decision tree, which is a special case of disjunctive normal form expressions.
Heuristic Scheduling and Inductive Learning
Heuristic Scheduling
One of the major applications of machine learning to scheduling is in dynamic job shops and flexible manufacturing systems (FMSs) in which jobs arrive randomly over time and the system behaves like a network of queues. Because of the combinatorial nature of the underlying optimization problem, scheduling decisions in such systems are specified in terms of dispatching rules; whenever a machine becomes idle, the scheduler must decide which job should next be processed on the machine. This selection is based on assigning priority indices to various jobs competing for the given machine; the job with the highest priority is selected next. Dispatching rules differ in how they assign these priority indices.
Because it is difficult to evaluate most of these dispatching rules analytically, computer - Baker (1984) suggests that the fundamental reason underlying these conflicting results is the fact that they address different systems, and the relative performance of a given dispatching rule depends upon the system and job characteristics. In the context of a job shop under balanced machine workloads, Baker studies the impact of one such attribute, namely, the tightness of job due dates. He shows that, depending upon due date tightness, there are crossovers between dispatching rules. In particular, at the extremes, EDD is superior when due dates are set loosely, and SPT performs well when they are tightly set.
MOD performs the best in the intermediate range (which is, nevertheless, quite wide in his study).
Raman et al. (1989) extend
Baker's investigation to also understand the impact of imbalance of machine workloads (which leads to one or more bottlenecks in the system) as well as variability in due date assignment on the performance of dispatching rule. Their study shows that while MOD retains its effectiveness under balanced workloads, there are crossovers between MOD and MDD when significant imbalanw in machine workloads exists.
In particular, MDD is superior when due date tightness is low to moderately high, and when there is greater variability in the due date assignment. They also study the benefits of using an adaptive scheduling procedure in which the selection of the dispatching rule is machine workload dependent, In particular, the shop performance improves significantly if the dispatching rule used at the bottleneck machine(s) is MDD, and MOD is used at other machines. 
Induction of Heuristic Knowledge
The aforementioned studies on heuristic scheduling raise two important questions: I ) LV'hat are the job and system attributes that affect the relative performance of a given dispatching rule, and 2) How should the scheduIer take these into account while making the dynamic scheduling decisions? Inductive learning can help resolve these issues by first identifying the relevant system and job attributes, and subsequently, developing scheduling systems capable of selecting the dispatching rule most appropriate for a given state of the manufacturing system as characterized by the combination of these attributes (i. e., the manulacluring p a fterns). Because the selection of dispatching rules is determined by the dynamically changing manufacturing patterns, we refer to this scheduling approach as Pattern-Directed Scheduling (PDS). This rulestates that when the Total buffer size isless than 14, thesystem utilization is greater than or equal to 0.63, and the normalized standard deviation of relative machine loading is greater than or equal to 1.6, then the dispatching rule to be applied is the Modified Job Due Date rule. Index j is used in the above expression to denote the various patterns for which rule i would be applicable. The proposed pattern-directed scheduling approach can be viewed as an AI planning process (Georgeff and Lansky 1986). in which a sequence of operators, Le., the dispatching rules, are selected on the basis of the current manufacturing state. In terms of the problem solving strategy, the selection of rules in pattern directed scheduling is driven by the changes in manufacturing pattern, rather than the goal. Moreover, rule selectjon is opportunistic based on the dynamics of the manufacturing process. It is not preplanned as is the case for most planning problems.
We are now in a position to formally state the difference in the approach taken by this paper relative to the previous work on dynamic scheduling which has primarily adopted the use of a single dispatching rule. In our approach, inductive learning is used to determine the set R from simulation esperiments. Because the pattern-directed approach is more adaptive to the environmental changes of the manufacturing system, it should result in better scheduling performance. As discussed later in $6, this conjecture is verified by empirical studies.
The fact that the pattern-directed approach can select dispatching rules dynamically implies that it should be especially useful in manufacturing systems with more dynamic processes. This feature makes the pattern-directed approach a good candidate for scheduling flexible manufacturing systems which are characterized by the versatility of their machines and routing flexibility, and therefore, require a more dynamic approach to scheduling.
FMS Scheduling
Problem Characteristics
FMS scheduling differs from conventional job shop scheduling in that FMSs offer many more alternative to the scheduler. For example, an operation could be processed at any one of several machines. In addition, the various machines in the system are linked more tightly because of limited available buffer space and the use of common material transporters. This results in a more difficult scheduling problem as it leads to more manufacturing patterns that can be manifest in an FMS. Consequently, the ability of PDS to discern these patterns and to apply the appropriate dispatching rules becomes even more appealing in an FMS environment.
In addition to due date tightness and relative workload imbalance, which have been discussed in the previous section, the attributes which are likely to be significant for selecting the appropriate dispatching rule in an FMS include: 1) The scope for alternative job routing, 2) the limitation on local buffers available at individual machines, and 3) the increased versatility of machines. It is possible in an FMS to configure the machines in such a way that a given operation can be done on one or more machines. Elementary queueing theory suggests that the routing Jezibility provided by such parallel servers can lead to significant reductions in the job flow time, which in turn, should reduce job tardiness. However, it is not clear how this flexibility will impact the relative effectiveness of various dispatching rules. The system performance will also be affected by the constraints on the available -buffer space. When this constraint is binding, various machines in the system are likely to go through phases of blocking and starving which adversely affect the system performance.
In such a case, the overall performance of a scheduling rule also depends upon its ability to minimize such instances. Finally, the increased processing capability of some machines in the system would lead to varying number of operations being processed at different machines.
This would affect, among other factors, the coefficient of variation of the machine service times which would, in turn, impact the flow times and tardiness values.
Implementation of PDS
We now discuss the application of PDS in an FMS which permits random, job shop like material flows. T h e scheduling objective considered is minimizing mean tardiness. This objective was selected primarily because it has been studied extensively. As mentioned in 53, [Baker 1984; Raman et al. 19S9] . Consequently, these four dispatching rules were selected in this study.
-
The control attributes selected for capturing the relevant manufacturing patterns were:
1. Number of machines in the system (NMAC) 2. Total buffer size (TBF). 3 . Maximum relative machine workload (BOTTLE) which checks whether any one of the machines in the system is a bottleneck at a given point in time. It is expressed as the ratio MfmaZ/iV, where WmaZ is the maximum trorkload, measured in terms of remaining processing time, in front of any machine in the system currently, and w is the current average machine workload.
. Variability in machine workload (NSDRL)
. This is expressed as the ratio of the standard deviation of individual machine utilizations to the average machine utilization.
5.
Contention factor (CFACT) which indicates the average number of alternative machines available for processing a given operation.
6 . Contention factor ratio (CFRATIO) which is the ratio of CFACT to NMAC. we used the Total Work Content (TWK) rule for assigning job due dates. Under TWK, the due date dj of job j is determined as follows:
where ~j is the arrival time and pj is the total processing time of job j .
Overall system utilization (S).
Note that NMAC, in conjunction with MH, is a measure of the versatility of the machines in the system. BOTTLE and NSDRL together describe the relative machine workloads. S -impacts job flow times directly. As Baker (1984) notes, the due date tightness induced by a given value of F depends upon system utilization as well. However, when significant imbalances in machine workloads exist, S merits independent consideration, In the learning stage, we generated 130 training examples which covered various combinations of the nine attributes discussed above. For each example, steady state statistics pertaining to the mean tardiness values under each of the four dispatching rules were recorded.
Those instances in which a given rule performed the best were selected as positive examples pertaining to that rule. The ID3 algorithm was used for rule induction based on these positive examples. The resulting decision tree was translated into a set of pattern directed heuristics which is depicted in Figure 2 .
INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE
Note that an important contribution of this decision tree is in its ability to highlight the relative importance of the control attributes in influencing the selection of dispatching rules.
Thus, from Figure 2 , these attributes can be ranked in the following order of decreasing importance: TBF, (S, BOTTLE), (F, NSDRL), CFACT, and CFRATIO. Also note that MH is screened out because of its marginal impact.
Preliminary studies with PDS indicated the need to curtail excessive nervousness of the scheduling system. We observed that PDS performs poorly in many instances if switching between dispatching rules was affected immediately upon a pattern change. In order to mitigate overreaction to patterns which are only transitory, we developed a smoothing approach in which the scheduling mechanism retains a cumulative score of the number of occasions a given dispatching rule is favored. Whenever a scheduling decision is to be made, the dispatching rule with the maximum cumulative score is selected provided it is aLove a prespecified threshold. Suppose that the dispatching rule being used currently is i with a cumulative score of Si. Whenever a scheduling decision is required, this scheme will select rule j , if it exists, where j = arg m a (Sh), and Sj 1 OS;, and 0 is a measure of the required threshold; otherwise it will continue using rule i. 8 is a smoothing coefficient; higher 0 values lead to increased damping of system responsiveness.
Further experimentation revealed that varying degrees of smoothing are required to respond to different manufacturing patterns. This resulted in a scheme in which 8 was allowed to vary, and the rule induction process was applied once again to yield another decision tree; the corresponding set of heuristic selection rules is shown in Figure 3 . AEH 
INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE
The overall PDS module, therefore, consists of two functional components: the heuristic selection module (HSM) and the pattern smoothing module (PSM). These two modules and their interactions are depicted in Figure 4 . Whenever a scheduling decision is required.
PSM selects the B value based upon the current manufacturing pattern observed and the induction tree for 8. This value of 0 determines the required smoothing threshold. HSM uses this threshold in conjunction with the observed pattern and the heuristic knowledge generated through inductive learning to select the appropriate dispatching rule to use.
INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE
We now discuss the experiments conducted to evaluate the relative merit of the PDS approach.
Experimental Study
This section describes an experimental study conducted to understand the performance characteristics of PDS. A priori, we expect the PDS approach to be superior to the conventional single dispatching rule approach for two reasons. First, as depicted in Figure 2 , PDS identifies the best dispatching rule for a given manufacturing scenario. Because of this selecting ability, PDS should perform at least as well as the best from among the candidate dispatching rules considered in W. Second, PDS is able to adapt its selection of the best dispatching rule dynamically to the changing patterns. Such an odapling ability should result in a schedule quality which is even superior to that of the best dispatching rule. Simulation studies were designed specifically to verify these two expectations.
As noted earlier, the PDS module consists of the HMS and PSM components. This expermiental study focused on the performance of HSM in selecting the best dispatching rule through inductive learning. Thus, the selection function performed by PSM is emulated by employing the value of 8 which is the best of three predetermined values -0.0, 0.7 and 1.0, so that the impact of HSM can be isolated and better understood. [The smoothing effect of PSM is, however, indispensable for achieving the adapting ability of PDS. As an extension to this work, we are currently conducting another study which focuses on the adapting behavior of PDS in response to such disturbances as machine breakdowns and sudden changes of job loading patterns.]
, .
The simulation experiments addressed an FMS at which jobs arrive following a. Poisson process. Upon its arrival, each job was assigned the number of required operations randomly from a uniform distribution which ranged between 1 and the total number of machines in the system. Operation processing times were sampled from an exponential distribution with a mean of 400. A range of due date tightness was achieved by allowing the flow allowance factor to vary between 2 and 15.
Three different system sizes comprising 4 , 6 and 8 machines were considered. The relative machine workload was allowed to vary between 0.6 and 1.2. Machine homogeneity was allowed to vary between 0 and 0.4. [A value of 0 implies that the same number of operations are assigned to all machines.] The contention factor ranged between 2 and 4. Job interarrival times were varied to yield overall system utilizations between 50% and 95%. Table 2 gives a breakdown of the number of instances in which PDS was better, the same and worse for the three system sizes studied. PDS is distinctly superior for +-machine systems. However, as the system size increases, the number of instances in which PDS and BEST are equally effective increases as well. INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE In order to understand these results, it is important to first note that the relative perfor--mance of PDS will depend, among other factors, upon i) the difference in the performance of individual dispatching rules under a given pattern, and ii) whether the system characteristics result in a dominant pattern. If the system attributes are such that they yield a sequence of patterns in which the various dispatching rules yield similar results, PDS is not likely to be significantly superior to BEST. This argument partially explains the apparent dependence of PDS upon system size. An increase in the number of machines, in general, leads to an increase in contention factor as well. As reported in Wayson's (1965) 
Conclusion
This study develops a scheduling approach which employs inductive learning to generate pattern-directed heuristics for making dynamic scheduling decisions in an FMS. This approach comprises the three steps of: 1) Generation of training examples through experimentation involving various dispatching rules, 2) determination of selection heuristics through inductive learning, and 3) executing pattern-directed scheduling adaptively.
The PDS approach performs better than the conventional single dispatching rule approach because of its capabilities of selecting the best rule (the selecting ability), and of switching between different rules in real time with changes in the state of the system (the adapting ability). The decision trees generated in this study to depict the selection heuristics clearly show the efficacy of inductive learning in extracting and ranking the system attributes relevant for deciding upon the appropriate dispatching rule to employ. In this process, those attributes which have only a marginal impact are screened out. The experimental results show that this approach results in significantly improved system performance.
-This is especially so in systems which exhibit dynamically changing patterns.
We believe that the most appealing characteristic of PDS, in the presence of a feedback mechanism, is its ability to dynamically refine the set of selection heuristics in response to manufacturing scenarios in which it does not preform very well. Consequently, in a real system, the relative performance of PDS should improve continuously. 
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